
Friendship marks a life more deeply than romantic love. Discuss this idea in relation to 
two literary works you have studied. 

In both Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress by Dai Sijie and The Visit by Friedrich Durrenmatt,  
friendship and love are important themes. In Durrenmatt’s play, the audience are taken to the 
impoverished town of Guellen. After tempting the people of Guellen with the promise of a 
million dollars to kill the town’s most popular citizen, Ill, Claire Zachanassian’s offer is initially 
rebuffed in a remarkable show of loyalty between friends. However, through the ironic way in 
which the townspeople’s actions quickly begin to contradict their words, Durrenmatt shows how 
little friendship means when placed against the lure of money. By contrast, in Dai Sijie’s novel, 
best friends Luo and Ma both fall in love with Little Seamstress – but Ma never lets his feelings 
interfere with his friendship with Luo. Therefore, it can be argued that, unlike Durrenmatt’s work, 
the loyalty Ma demonstrates proves how deeply friendship can influence a person’s actions. 
However, through the reactions of both Luo and Claire Zachanassian when their love affairs 
turns sour, these two texts both agree that romantic love has the power to mark a life in deeply 
destructive ways.  

Throughout Act One, Durrenmatt subtly reveals Guellen’s defining characteristic: that everything 
in the town is superficial, and appearances – including the appearance of loyalty and friendship 
between characters – cannot be trusted. He achieves this primarily through the comedic actions 
played out on the platform as the townspeople prepare to welcome Claire Zachanassian home 
after a seventeen year absence. The mayor is intent on putting on a show to impress the 
returning millionairess – but the audience can see their preparations are very superficial. The 
‘Welcome Clare’ signs are sloppily painted and misspelled, and the choir sing out of tune. The 
mayor contributes to the superificiality of the scene through the way he rewrites Claire’s bad 
school grades and behaviour into a speech honouring her charity work. The focus on superficial 
appearance over substance in the play extends to interpersonal relationships as well. Claire is 
dismissive of her travelling companions, renaming her butlers with infantile rhyming names like 
‘Roby and Toby’ and quickly divorcing a series of husbands. In order to emphasise the 
disposability of her companions, the stage directions even say that her seventh, eight and ninth 
husbands can all be played by the same actor! The Visit was first performed in 1956, after the 
end of the Second World War. Durrenmatt was angered by the Swiss refusal to aid the Jews and 
by the nation’s accepting looted Nazi gold. Therefore, the town of Guellen stands as a microcosm 
of Swiss society – a shallow and superficial place where declarations of friendship and loyalty 
mean nothing. 

This is all too apparent in the contrast between the words of the townfolk and their actions. At 
the end of Act One, Claire offered the people of the town a stark choice: she will give them one 
million dollars to invest in their impoverished town. In return they must kill Alfred Ill, her former 



lover and the town’s most likely candidate for next mayor. On hearing this, the town firmly 
rejects her offer, with the outgoing mayor stating clearly: ‘I reject your offer in the name of 
humanity.’ His statement not only declares a moral stand against greed and temptation, but 
affirms the bonds of friendship and loyalty that exist between the citizens of the town. However, 
as Act Two begins, the audience witnesses the ironic contrast between the townspeople’s words 
and their actions when they start to buy ludicrously expensive items on credit from Ill’s store. 
Durrenmatt uses strong visual irony to convey how rapidly the townspeople overcome their 
revulsion of Claire’s offer. For example, pretty soon all the people in the town are wearing new 
yellow shoes. The shoes are a symbol of the townspeople’s wavering loyalty as they contrast 
with their poor clothes from Act One (in one memorable stage direction, all the members of the 
welcoming committee had to share the same hat). Act Two is littered with examples of visual 
irony like this. Other examples include: the policeman telling Ill he’s perfectly safe while loading 
his gun in front of him; the townspeople decorating Ill’s coffin with flowers despite the fact that 
he’s not yet dead; the new typewriter that suddenly appears in the mayor’s office. Durrenmatt’s 
use of visual irony leaves the audience in no doubt – bonds of friendship do not run very deep in 
the town of Guellen. 

By contrast, Dai Sijie’s novel affirms the powerful hold that friendship can exert, even when 
romantic love complicates the relationship between two friends. Luo and Ma are teenagers who 
have been sent to a remote mountain village called Phoenix of the Sky as part of Mao’s ‘Up to 
the Mountain, Down to the Countryside’ re-education policy. The story is told from Ma’s point of 
view, and right from the beginning of the novel he affirms his friendship with Luo. For example, 
in the first few chapters Ma almost always says, ‘Luo and I’ or ‘Luo and me’ as if they are 
inseparable. The way they consire against the village headman (with a ‘surreptitious wink’) also 
establishes the close friendship and trust they share. However, the reader soon notices their 
friendship is not always equal. Ma looks up to Luo, and often implies Luo’s superiority over him. 
For example, Luo is a talented storyteller and entertains the villagers with stories in the evening 
in exchange for time off work. When Luo falls sick, Ma temporarily takes over, but is critical of 
his skills in comparison with Luo, stating: ‘I was overcome by stagefright…’ When the boys find a 
trove of hidden books, Ma also allows Luo to take the first pick without complaint. However, 
while the reader may feel that the friendship is a little uneven, it is at least consistent and 
survives intact throughout the entire novel. 

This observation becomes even more relevant when Sijie alters the dynamic of their relationship 
through the introduction of the Little Seamstress into the story. Famous around the mountain 
villages for her beauty, Luo immediately becomes enchanted by her; equally she is captivated by 
his charisma and they begin an illicit relationship. Interestingly, until the end of the novel, Luo 
does not appear to be ‘marked’ by this romantic relationship at all. In fact, his attitude towards 
his girlfriend can be quite condescending. He makes comments such as: ‘She’s not civilzed,’ 



revealing his prejudice against her peasant upbringing. When Sijie briefly switches to Luo’s 
perspective in Part 3, the reader can see how Luo’s thoughts always spiral back to himself and 
his own situation. Where the Seamstress is fully committed to their roleplaying games and 
lovemaking, he simply reflects on how long he has been away from home and whether he will 
ever escape the village. Therefore, it is hard to argue that romantic love marks Luo very much at 
all. The same is true for Ma’s character: despite the fact that he too falls in love with the Little 
Seamstress, he does not alter his habit of placing himself beneath Luo and never reveals his 
feelings for her. Even when Luo temporarily leaves the mountain, bonds of friendship hold Ma 
back from taking advantage of his time alone with the Seamstress. Instead he washes her 
smallclothes, reads to her, and even arranges a secret abortion at considerable risk to himself. 
Therefore, unlike Durrenmatt’s play, Sijie’s novel demonstrates how bonds of friendship can be 
stronger than worldly temptations. 

Where both texts agree, however, is in revealing the destructive impulses that romantic love can 
bring about in people, impulses which can cause a character to radically change their beliefs or 
even alter the course of an entire life. Durrenmatt demonstrates this through the motivation of 
the character of Claire Zachanassian. In a third act reveal, the audience learn that Claire is 
responsible for the poverty in Guellen. She bought up all the town’s industry and refused to 
invest any money. While the towns all around Guellen were booming, Guellen has been 
permanently stuck in the mud. Incredibly, Claire did this so that she could engineer her Faustian 
bargain with the townspeople. Her whole life has been lived in pursuit of this single aim: revenge 
against Alfred Ill for the shame he caused her when he chose to marry a shopkeeper instead of 
her. Durrenmatt therefore uses Claire Zachanassian’s backstory to suggest that romantic love 
can mark a life deeply – in fact, it can change the course of an entire life and completely alter a 
person’s character. 

While not quite as drastic, Sijie’s novel also reveals how heartbreak can affect a person’s deeply 
held beliefs. A central theme of his novel has been the precious and transformative power of 
literature, embodied in the symbolism of the banned books the boys discover in a hidden 
suitcase. Luo uses the power of literature to transform the Little Seamstress into a sophisticated 
girl by reading her the works of Balzac. Even Ma is empowered by reading: inspired by the main 
character in ‘Jean Christophe’ to assert himself more strongly, he tricks Luo into gifting him one 
of his favourite books from the case. However, Luo’s re-education of the Little Seamstress has 
unintended consequences when she announces that she will leave the village because of 
something Balzac wrote: ‘a woman’s beauty is a treasure beyond price.’ When Luo cannot persuade 
her to stay he holds an angry auto-da-fe and burns all the books. This act symbolically 
demonstrates how romantic love has left a deep scar on Luo; despite the importance of books 
and literature to the story, and to Luo personally, Luo burns the books because of his failure with 
the Little Seamstress. 



In conclusion, both Durrenmatt’s play and Sijie’s novel explore the ways friendship and love can 
mark a person’s life. Durrenmatt’s play is undoubtedly more scathing. Because of his anger at 
Swiss collaboration during the war, his intention was to reveal how money can buy anything: 
justice, loyalty, love and even a person’s life are no match for the power of money. At one point 
Claire even states: ‘Everything can be bought.’ On the other hand, Sijie’s novel is more optimistic, 
demonstrating how friendship can survive hardships and temptation. Or does it? The story ends 
with the burning of the books, and the reader never follows the boys down from the mountain 
(although we know they escape because the book is narrated in flashback). While Ma’s 
experience on the mountain certainly marked him deeply, in the final analysis, Sijie is ambiguous 
about whether Luo and Ma’s relationship survived into the future. 


